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Executive Summary

 

101 youth participated in summer programming  
50% of students were first-time participants
70% of students are City of Pittsburgh residents
67% of students attend Pittsburgh Public Schools 
$125,000 paid to students in work and training wages 
65% of students completed more than 125 hours of work experience 
60% of students completed at least 12 hours of training

Report Purpose &  Structure
Every summer, YES offers dynamic summer experiences that stretch students beyond their
known capacities, guide their intellectual curiosities, and ignite their professional pursuits in
magical ways. However, we all know, “If you do not capture it, it did not happen”. As such, the
purpose behind this report is to show that our work happened - and happened in meaningful
and transformative ways. 

This report highlights YES’ summer work experiences in four sections. Part 1 provides an
overview of YES’ organizational history, partnerships, and purview. Part 2 establishes the
program platform that distinguishes YES’ summer experience from others. It also explores the
program components that help students accomplish their personal, professional, and academic
goals. Part 3 looks more deeply into students’ summer experiences to understand how they
grew and developed over time. Finally, through connections, recommendations, and
conclusions, Part 4 puts the results into context and explains why robust summer learning
experiences matter beyond the summer, particularly for youth of color.   

Key Findings 
A glance at the data suggests that students participated in meaningful work experiences while
gaining exposure to career opportunities and building their professional skills. Students’
involvement in social and cultural outings enhanced their prosocial behavior and contributed to
their overall social development. Students’ dedication to work-related training helped them
cultivate leverageable hard and soft skills. Students learned the value of work-life balance
through their own involvement in multiple academic, socio-cultural, and employment program
offerings. Finally, students’ participation in wellness-related activities helped them prioritize
their well-being and develop strategies to care for themselves holistically and productively.  

By the Numbers
The latter part of the report provides further insight into students’ summer results and profiles.
However, below is a snapshot of some key facts and figures:
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Beginning in 1994, Youth Enrichment Services, YES, was created to paint
portraits for youth from urban communities of themselves as successful,
empowered, and confident leaders. With a research-driven programming
model and a youth-centered focus, YES has created a lasting legacy of
successfully preparing youth for their academic, career, and overall
futures. Through strong relationships with a variety of community entities,
YES provides youth with chances to realize their goals and interests
through empowerment, experiential opportunities, academic enrichment,
and summer employment.

History of YES
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Mission
To provide socially and

economically at-risk youth
the opportunity to achieve

success through
participation in mentorship,
education, and enrichment

programs

Vision
Empower

communities to
become their own

best resource

Ethos
Every student

matters and there
are no throw away

children

Our Beliefs
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Donors & Partners

PNC Charitable Trust
City of Pittsburgh Housing Authority
PACE
The Pittsburgh Foundation
Department of Human Services

Foundations and Government

Partners  and Affiliates
ALCOSAN
Allegheny Front
APOST
Bookminders
Buchanan Ingersoll Rooney Law Offices
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
Citizens Bank
East End Cooperative Ministries
Gwen's Girls
Highmark Wholecare
Homewood Children’s Village

Allegheny College
Carnegie Mellon University l Dietrich College of Humanities and Social Sciences
Carnegie Mellon University l Pittsburgh Summer Internship Program
Community College of Allegheny County
Homewood Community Engagement Center
Robert Morris University
University of Pittsburgh l Bridging the Gap Program
University of Pittsburgh l School of Social Work
West Virginia University

Institutions and Organizations

Huntington Bank
Lincoln Lemington Consensus Group
Mentoring Partnership of SWPA
Mount Ararat Baptist Church
Partner4Work
Remake Learning
Small Seeds
Technology Rediscovery LLC
UPMC
Western PA Diaper Bank
Whole Foods Market

POISE Foundation
Pittsburgh Public Schools
United Way
The Richard King Mellon Foundation
Three Rivers Workforce Investment Board
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Dennis Floyd Jones, PhD
Executive Director, Youth Enrichment Services 

Message from YES'
Executive Director

I have had many wonderful summers at YES, however, Summer 2022 goes down in the
history books as one of the most meaningful and productive ones. I have used the
word historic before, but it seems extremely fitting for Summer 2022. During this time,
YES reached beyond our capacity and served over 100 youth through a variety of
academic, workforce development, non-violence prevention initiatives, cultural and
social outings, and the end-of-summer research symposiums. The evidence of our
success is detailed and documented in this prepared report. I want to thank our staff
for assembling the assessment and documentation, as well as analyzing pre- and post-
test data from program interventions. I am sure you will agree with me once you review
this report that everyone - from the Staff, Teachers, Interns, Mentors, Board Members,
and various stakeholders to youth and families - had an amazing summer, with so
many stories to tell. A big thank you to our funders who provided financial support and
other resources to aid us in making this another successful summer. We are forever
grateful, and our youth and families appreciate you. We want you to know that without
you, all of these wonderful summertime learning, enrichment, and employment
experiences would be impossible. Thank you. 



 

YES works with some of the most talented, creative, and skilled young people in the region.
Identifying one individual to spotlight for such a report is often a challenging task, however,
this summer's choice was made simpler as every staff member selected the same student:
Ayleena Reed.

It is quite obvious why Ayleena’s name rose to the top as a student to highlight this summer
—she embodies the YES ethos. 

Student Spotlight

Ayleena Reed
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Ayleena is a dynamic young
person who has transformed in
amazing ways since joining YES
two summers ago. Her journey
has been all but linear - she has
navigated unforeseen terrains,
overcome obstacles, and
managed difficulty, all while
surpassing our expectations.
Ayleena is no stranger to YES.
Before she became of
participation age, she would tag along with her older sister, Anesa, who has made an
indelible mark on our agency. She now owns a Hair Business, Livin’ Lavish, and serves
as a mentor to many YES youth. While Anesa was extremely social and personable,
Ayleena was shy, reserved, and uncertain. Despite her initial hesitation, Ayleena has
blossomed into a lively young person who is a valued member of the YES family. During
her time, she has cultivated new academic and professional skills, demonstrated
excellence in her research, and nurtured her confidence through her presentation
skills, community networking, and peer relationship building. Ayleena is a role model
for other YES youth and an example of “trusting the process.” Because of her
stickwithedness, she has persisted beyond unfamiliar territories and found a safe
haven where she is now growing and developing. Ayleena is a gem and has a light too
bright not to shine. 



Participant 
Age

14 years old
26%

15 years old
31%

16 years old
18%

17 years old
10%

18 years old
9%

19+ 
years 

old
7%

Facts & Figures

101
 youth participated in YES'

2022 Learn and Earn program

50% First-time Participants

Participant 
School
District

Other School 
Districts

22%

Penn Hills
5%

Woodland Hills
5%

Pittsburgh
 Public 
Schools

67%

70% City of Pittsburgh Residents 

30% Allegheny County Residents

YES students represent a broad range of participants who hail from various localities,
schools, and neighborhoods. The following demographics offer insight into students'
profiles and summer earnings.  
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Participants
completed over 

 
 

work readiness
hours. 

Participants
completed almost

 
 

 work experience
hours. 

Participants
 earned almost

 
 

 in work readiness
wages. 

Participants 
earned over 

 
 
 

in work experience
wages. 

1,000

$116,000 

14,000

$9,000 
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Total
Participant

Wages 
2020 - 2022

Over $116,000

Almost $90,000

More than $83,000

Over the last three summers, YES has steadily increased the amount of money it puts
directly into the pockets of young people (see graph below). This is due, in part, to
Partner4Work increasing the hourly wage for program participants. It also represents
YES' response to a shifting job market and economy as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic. As the cost of living increases, YES aims to continue the same level of
support, if not more, in order for its young people to achieve lasting success. 

Facts & Figures



Summer Program
Timeline

January - June: Summer Planning, Vision Casting, Framework
Development, and Staff Role Assignment

January - April: External Site, Instructor, and Intern Recruitment

April - June: Worksite Training

March - June: Student Recruitment

May - June: Program Cohort Placement

August: Summer Awards & Celebration
August: Research Symposiums

June - August: Summer Work Experience

July:  Teen Public Safety & 
Violence Prevention Summit

June: Staff & Intern Summer Onboarding

June: Youth Orientations and Trainings

June: Job Placement

July: Wellness Wednesdays

July: Trip Thursdays

April

January

February

March

June

July

May

August
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How We Align 
Our Work

Adolescence is a critical developmental period where young people learn about
themselves, explore the world around them, and hone in on their post-secondary
goals.  For some, this exploration occurs through structured activities and interactions
and for others it occurs through summer employment. 

As the literature suggests, summer employment is one avenue for positive youth
development. Summer employment offers young people with transformative learning
opportunities, cultural exposure, and career-focused mentoring, especially in non-
transactional workforce activity. It also facilitates the opportunity for youth to work on
various skills that will help them thrive in the workplace, such as how, “...to be
responsible, assess situations, accept feedback, identify when to seek assistance, and
so on” (Ross & Kazis, 2016, p. 8) as well as how to manage their time, effectively
communicate with others, and manage personal finances (Anderson & Nieves, 2020). 

Alongside teaching adolescents transferable skills, summer employment also has
academic and relational benefits. Leos-Urbel (2014) and other scholars suggest that a
young person’s engagement in summer employment impacts their relationship with
school, particularly in the case of attendance and educational outcomes, with summer
youth employment programs on average increasing students’ school day attendance by
two to three days. Through summer employment, students make meaningful
connections with peers and engaged and interactive employers. They also gain
exposure to various industries and career paths as well as professional interests and
connections (Briggs, Spievack, and Blount, 2019). This opportunity is especially relevant
and timely as employment rates for today’s youth remain statically low, with
disproportionately high unemployment rates for low-income Black and Latinx youth
(Anderson & Nieves, 2020). 

Summer employment can serve as a pipeline to professional opportunities. This is
especially important as the Congressional Research Service’s reports that employment
rates for those under 25 have steadily declined since 2005, a rate that has been
exacerbated in recent years as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic (Fernandes-
Alcantara, 2020b). As such, accessing summer employment is essential in preparing
young people for navigating competitive work environments.  
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However, access to employment alone does not lead to future opportunities or
improvements in adolescents’ lives. Youth must also be marketable candidates in which
they demonstrate competency of cognitive and non-cognitive skills. In order for
students to develop these skills fully and successfully, employment experiences must
help foster the interaction between one’s characteristic traits, social, and home
environments (Fernandes-Alcantara, 2020). It is tremendously important for youth to
be surrounded by people who want to see them succeed and who are eager to help
them do so. This communicates to young people that they are not alone and that they
too can access the future they dream of with the right scaffolds, resources, and
mentorship. This type of hope and opportunity mixed with resource support, while
important for all adolescents, is substantially more important for vulnerable youth, for
whom, “...poor economic conditions and fewer opportunities for work can affect how
they perceive their future” (Fernandes-Alcantara, 2020a, p.8). 

As these opportunities foster adolescents’ sense of self-efficacy and autonomy,
cultivate work-relevant competency across several domains, and allow youth to explore
the career paths that interest them, one can see the importance of summer programs
such as Youth Enrichment Services in providing youth with a space where they can feel
empowered and confident in both their vocational as well as interpersonal capabilities.
The following pages detail the framework, summer model, and goals and objectives
that guide YES’ summer programming. 

How We Align
Our Work



This section details YES’ program
model, program components,
program goals, and program
pathways.
 
YES Program Model
In partnership with Partner4Work,
YES provides a comprehensive
summer employment program for
students in underserved
communities around the city and in
surrounding counties. The program
prepares students in the present for
their future post-secondary
educational and career trajectories.
Although YES’ summer program
operates within an employment
context, it is much broader than
workforce development. YES’
program model is designed to
supplement students’ formal
learning through targeted
educational, socio-cultural, and
employment experiences. Within
this framework, students explore
their personal, professional, and
scholarly identities, gain requisite
knowledge and skills, and develop
an orientation toward the future.  

How We 
Conceptualize
Our Work
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Program Model

Em
pl

oy
ab

ili
ty

 P
re

paration Academic Enrichm
ent

Socio-Cultural Development

YES 
Summer
Program
Tenets

YES’ program model translates into three program components: 1) employability
preparation, 2) academic enrichment, and 3) socio-cultural development. These
dimensions are guided by the literature and informed by previous program iterations.
These program components are woven together to maximize students’ summer
experiences and to provide well-rounded programming. Collectively, these tenets guide
the program structures that help students prepare for future employment, stimulate
their academic curiosity, and deepen their peer and community commitments. 

Employability Preparation 
Employability preparation is a key component
of YES’ program model. YES embeds
employment opportunities into its summer
program infrastructure to provide students
with career exposure and skill development.
Given the changing employment landscape,
YES provides youth with critical early work
experiences to master technical skills, to
develop knowledge of employer expectations,
and to solidify career interests (JPMorgan
Chase, 2016). Through such offerings, YES
scholars learn acceptable workplace
behaviors, understand the rigors of the work 
environment, and develop job survival skills. In addition to cultivating valuable work
experience, youth earn wages in which they can build their own economic capacity,
develop economic self-sufficiency, and invest in their own futures, communities, and
families. Research substantiates the value of early work experiences and suggests that
they positively influence an individual’s quality of life, community connections, and self-
worth and promote strong college and career pathways for young people (Mamum et
al., 2017), and as such, these opportunities remain integral to YES. 
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Academic Enrichment
YES incorporates academic enrichment as part of its model due to the extensive literature on
summer learning loss (Kuhfield and Tarasawa, 2020; Gonzalez, 2016; Cooper, 2007; Alexander
et al., 2007). Summer learning loss, the phenomenon where inactive young people lose
academic skills over the summer, disproportionately affects low income students (Afterschool
Alliance, 2010; Von Drehle, 2010; The Wallace Foundation, 2010; Wongkee, 2010; National
Summer Learning Association, 2009; Miller, 2007). Several researchers conclude that this
disproportionate impact stems from inequities in students’ summer learning experiences—in
which low income students are often left isolated, inactive, unstimulated, and vulnerable during
a critical time for learning (National Summer Learning Association, 2016; Blazer, 2011). YES
recognizes the value of summer enrichment and the connection between education and
employment, and as such, prioritizes opportunities to expand students’ learning through
hands-on activities, project-based curricula, technology engagement, and enrichment
(McCombs, Augustine, Schwartz, Bodilly, Mcinnis, Lichter, & Cross, 2011). Such approaches not
only counter the pedagogical deprivation and systemic neglect unique to many schools serving
low-income students, but they also help improve students’ academic aptitude, post-secondary
preparedness and overall connectedness to learning (Rowan-Kenyon et al., 2011). 

Socio-Cultural Development 
YES thinks about development through a socio-cultural lens. Socio-cultural theory states that
learning happens within social contexts and through social interaction and is mediated by these
contexts and interactions. Because of this, YES cultivates spaces for students to learn in
community with others and through peer scaffolds. Recognizing learning and development as
cultural processes, YES also creates socio-cultural experiences that expose students to new
opportunities while also prioritizing their socially situated and culturally valued ways of
knowing, being, and acting (Nasir, 2014). Sociocultural theory centers individuals’ home
cultures, languages, and practices as important factors in development (Esmonde and Booker,
2016). This is done in an effort to include the lived experiences and cultural practices of all
individuals, especially those who are traditionally marginalized and excluded. YES honors the
experiences that students bring with them and leverages these assets as students engage in
different social and cultural settings and opportunities. 
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Program Model



 Students engage in
meaningful work
experiences that
expose them to

career opportunities
and professional

skills. 

YES has specific goals for students to achieve during the summer. These goals
align with the program components above and are accomplished through
individual program offerings.

Students develop soft
and hard skills

through intentional
workforce

development training. 

Employability Preparation

Students expand
their academic

capacity through
exploratory and

enrichment courses.

Students complete a
research based

project that aims to
solve a community

issue.

Academic Enrichment

 Students
participate in social
and cultural outings
that help enhance

their prosocial
behaviors. 

Students develop
an understanding of

what work-life
balance is and how
to cultivate it during

adolescence.

Socio-Cultural Development 

Students develop
peer and communal

relationships that
help create healthy

and positive
networks and
connections. 

Students engage in
wellness activities
that support their
overall well-being.
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18-21 year olds
Graduates currently in college or postsecondary career paths
Longtime YES participants with ample work experience

14 year olds
Entering high school or 10th grade
 Likely have no previous job experience 

15-17 years olds
Current high school students
Likely have previously participated in Learn and Earn and/or
have prior work experience

Summer
Scholars

Program
Pathways

Advanced
Summer
Scholars

YES Vets

YES’ program model is accessible to a broad range of students. To support the diverse
learning and developmental needs of students, YES created three distinct program
pathways. These pathways include: Summer Scholars, Advanced Summer Scholars, and
YES Veterans. YES’ Summer Scholars are youth with minimal work experience seeking
experiential learning opportunities, peer development, and career exposure. YES’
Advanced Summer Scholars program builds on this foundation and is structured for
individuals with previous work experience. This program pathway helps students
deepen their technical skills, build their leadership capacity in employment settings,
and stimulate their intellectual curiosity through research. The YES Veterans’ and
Alumni program pathway is for college-and career-bound youth who have engaged in
YES programming for three or more years and are seeking high-level leadership
positions or independent internships within YES or at local institutions.
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Pre-Employment Training
Summer Work for Success
Summer Apprenticeships
Summer Work Placement
Internships and Independent Projects

How We Accomplish
& Evaluate Our
Work

This section demonstrates how the individual program components of YES’
summer model connect to each cohort’s service provision. Outcome and goal
statuses are also explored in this section. 

Summer Magic
Youth Participatory Action Research
Summer Study for Success
Project-Based Research

Wellness Wednesdays
Trip Thursday
Teen Summit
End of Summer Excursion

Employability
Preparation

Academic
Enrichment

Socio-cultural
Development
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Students gain preparatory employment experiences through their summer work
placement,  workshops, apprenticeships, and internships. These program offerings are
unique to each student cohort, but designed to actualize the larger goals of YES’
program model. 

Prior to the start of the program, all students engage in a training-like opportunity to
adequately prepare for their summer enrichment and employment experiences.

Students demonstrated growth
in their understanding of
leadership and etiquette

Students illustrated increased
understanding of financial
literacy

Students displayed
improvement in their knowledge
of ethics, integrity, and
workplace conflict strategies

YES Vets developed the skills to
design and implement
independent study projects

Outcomes
 

Employability
Preparation

Pre-Employment Training 
YES’ Pre-Employment and Leadership
training introduces students to YES’
framework, program structure, and
expectations in addition to broader
work readiness content. Pre-
Employment and Leadership Training is
a vital component of YES’ summer
program and is designed to connect
Summer Scholars, Advanced Summer
Scholars, and YES Vets with resources to
build their employability skills and
capacities as they navigate their
workplaces and beyond. Summer
Scholars and Advanced Summer
Scholars engage in a module-based
training, while YES Vets engage in a
project-management training to support
their independent summer work.
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100% of participants completed
resumes tailored to a summer
apprenticeship of their choosing

100% of participants trained for
and completed interviews
resulting in summer
apprenticeship placement

Outcomes
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YES’ Summer Scholars develop their employment skills through two key programs -
Summer Work for Success and Summer Apprenticeships. These programs are
explained in more detail below.

Summer Work for Success  
Summer Work for Success (SWFS) provides employability skill building through
workshops and activities. Students engage in a series of sessions to explore careers,
develop interpersonal and decision-making skills, and navigate workplaces with
professional etiquette. As students move through the program, they gain an
understanding of work documentation, create resumes and cover letters, and complete
job applications. At the program’s end, students participate in an interview and formal
dining simulation, during which they interview for apprenticeship positions and apply
their dining etiquette skills. 

Employability
Preparation



Facilitator: Emme Wetzel - Information Systems, Carnegie Mellon University

Apprenticeship Focus: Expand students’ web design and development 
skills through real-world practice 

Final Project: Create a website for the Duquesne Incline that provides
informational and engaging information for visitors

Web Design & Media 

4/5 students
completed

apprenticeship
deliverable

Summer Apprenticeships
Summer Apprenticeships offer students career-focused skill building experiences that
develop their critical thinking, problem-solving, communication, data analysis, and
teamwork skills. These niche learning opportunities are supported through intentional
mentoring and practitioner guidance. As apprentices, students work alongside content
experts and peers to complete weekly deliverables that build into one larger project.  

Employability
Preparation

Facilitator: Alexis Henderson - Epidemiology, University of Pittsburgh

Apprenticeship Focus: Develop awareness of healthy living and eating and 
explore food insecurity to understand the linkage between diet and disease

Final Project: Create a recipe book and eating guide of healthy food 
options for Pittsburgh teens 

Nutrition and Health

4/5 students
completed

apprenticeship
deliverable
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Facilitator: Tyshanti Montgomery - Statistics and Machine Learning, Carnegie Mellon University

Apprenticeship Focus: Explore the historical and contemporary impact 
of resistance in an African American Film and communities and 
consider how filmmakers use narrative and aesthetics to represent, 
address, and combat anti-blackness

Final Project: Create movie reflections that describe how acts of 
resistance in film contribute to personal activism 

Advocacy, Resistance, and Historical Research

5/6 students
completed

apprenticeship
deliverable

Facilitator: Jessie Ma - Nursing, University of Pittsburgh

Apprenticeship Focus: Examine the medical field through the lens of 
nursing and explore the practical ways that nurses support patients 
and medical professionals 

Final Project: Create a medical myth busters book by incorporating
 factual evidence on scientific and medical practices  

Nursing

4/6 students
completed

apprenticeship
deliverable

Employability
Preparation



Employability
Preparation

Mount Ararat Community Center
Ozanam
Parkway West
Pittsburgh Community Television
Robert Uber
Salon XO
SHAPE Fitness
Small Seeds Development Inc.
Summer Scholars
Wilkinsburg Family Support Center
YES Summer School
YES Vets

412 Exotics Car Rentals
5 Generation Bakers
ALCOSAN
Andy Warhol Museum
Art in the Garden
Braddock Battlefield History Center
Carnegie Museum of Art
East End Cooperative Ministry
Humane Animal Rescue
Lady Carpenter
Learning to Learn Childcare
Livin' Lavish

YES’ Advanced Summer Scholars gain their hands-on employment training through
their external summer work placements. The goals and processes of Summer Work
Placements are explored below. 

Summer Work Placement 
YES provides Advanced Summer Scholars with diverse work opportunities to explore
their newly minted employability skills. These worksites are secured through existing,
and newly established, YES partnerships. Advanced Summer Scholars spend three to
five days each week at their individual worksites, engaging in a myriad of job
responsibilities. Students are monitored by adult supervisors and are expected to fulfill
their contractual work obligations. Students traditionally work 18 of their 25 hours at
worksites, which allows for quality experiential learning opportunities and immersion
into their respective workplaces. Students receive their placements once they indicate
their employment preferences, interview with YES interns, and demonstrate position fit. 
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Employability
Preparation

412 Exotics Car Rentals
Car Detailer & Specialist
Youth at Worksite - 4

Worked closely with
specialists to assist with
detailing, rental, and
customization of a fleet of
luxury cars

5 Generation Bakers
Baker's Hand
Youth at Worksite - 2

Assisted bakers with order
customization and
production

ALCOSAN
Water Waste Field Researcher

Youth at Worksite - 1

Developed STEM skills
and engaged in the
Clean Water Academy

Andy Warhol Museum
Museum Concierge
Youth at Worksite - 3

Welcomed guests,
designed artwork, and
assisted with upkeep and
events

Art in the Garden
Youth Supervisor
Youth at Worksite - 6

Served as camp
counselors to provide an
art rich, trauma-informed,
therapeutic space for self-
healing, and joy

East End Cooperative
Ministry
Youth Supervisor
Youth at Worksite - 6

Served as camp
counselors and
coordinators supporting
the overall camp
operations

Humane Animal Rescue
Animal Environment Specialist
Youth at Worksite - 2

Created a clean and fun
environment for animals and
ensured animals received
proper items needed to find
peace and happiness pre-
adoption

Lady Carpenter 
Customer & Media
Specialist
Youth at Worksite - 3

Created social media
content, provided customer
service, and completed
carpentry tasks

Summer
Work

Placements

YES Summer School
Youth at Worksite - 7

Developed academic and
employment projects
connected to their summer
school coursework

Parkway West
Youth at Worksite - 4

Engaged in trade-like
activities to improve their
industry and credential
readiness

Robert Uber 
Automotive Repair Specialist
Youth at Worksite - 1

Supported automotive
repair processes and shop
functioning
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Employability
Preparation

Learning to Learn Childcare
Classroom Aide
Youth at Worksite - 2

Assisted classroom teachers
in facilitating play and
learning while ensuring the
center remains a safe and
clean environment

Braddock Battlefield
History Center
Museum Concierge
Youth at Worksite - 3

Worked with staff to welcome
guests, upkeep the museum,
and assist with events

Livin' Lavish 
Junior Stylist
Youth at Worksite - 3

Assisted the head stylist
and entrepreneur in
marketing and media
campaigning, business
development, and
material creation

Mount Ararat
Community Center 
Assistant Camp Counselor
Youth at Worksite - 8

Assisted staff in facilitating
daily activities, joined
students on their field
trips, served lunches, and
ensured students felt safe
and welcomed 

Ozanam
Junior Camp Counselor
Youth at Worksite - 4

Served as camp counselors
and supported the overall
daily functioning of camp
activity and processes

Pittsburgh 
Community Television
Production Assistant
Youth at Worksite - 4

Worked alongside staff to
complete studio
production, field
production, podcasting and
carpentry

Salon XO
Junior Stylist
Youth at Worksite - 1

Served as junior salon
specialists providing
operational and stylist
support

SHAPE Fitness
Member & Equipment
Manager
Youth at Worksite - 3

Assisted staff with
maintenance of the
equipment and gym
facility, checked-in
members, and ensured
they had productive
sessions

Summer
Work

Placements

Small Seeds
Development, Inc. 
Youth at Worksite - 3

Engaged in job readiness
and employment training,
supported Small Seeds
programming and
developed individual
community projects to
address challenges

Wilkinsburg Family
Support Center
Junior Support Specialist
Youth at Worksite - 4

Assisted with
implementation of
organized center activities.,
center outreach, family
engagement events, and
lunch services
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YES Vets obtain their employment training through internships and self-designed
independent projects. These opportunities are described below.  

Internships and Independent Projects
YES provides veteran and alumni youth with opportunities to develop independent
projects or internships. Leveraging their own agency and autonomy, YES veterans and
alumni carve out 6-week projects or internships that align with their career, academic,
or personal interests. Students engage in an early ideating process that culminates in a
project management training where students detail their project and internship goals,
weekly expectations, and outcomes. YES youth pitch their projects and internship ideas
to YES staff and proceed with plans once approved. While students’ efforts are largely
independent, YES staff also provide thought partnership and project management
support as needed. YES Vets internship sites are listed below.

Carnegie Museum of Art
Museum Junior Curator

Assisted classroom teachers in facilitating learning while
ensuring the center remains a safe and clean environment

Assisted staff in facilitating daily classroom activities, joined
the students in their field trips, assisted with serving lunches,
and ensured students felt safe and welcomed 

Provided support for young people who are experiencing
foster care through national youth conferences and
individual mentorship

Assisted in planning and coordinating events, conducting art
research, and creating social media content

Employability
Preparation

Foster Club
Camp Counselor and

Conference Leader

Learning to Learn Childcare
Classroom Aide

Mount Ararat 
Community Center

Assistant Camp Counselor
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Employability
Preparation

More than                of students
reported having meaningful
summer employment
experiences 

Nearly                  of students
earned 125 work experience
hours

More than                 of young
people obtained 12 hours or
more of work training  

Overall, the data demonstrate that
YES’ employability goals were met
by most students.

80%

65%

60%



Students’ summer academic enrichment experiences are critical to their holistic
development and educational journeys beyond the summer. Students’ summer
enrichment is largely channeled through their experiential learning and research
development courses. These exploratory opportunities look different among cohorts,
but are designed to ultimately prepare students to conduct individual and group-based
research projects. 

YES’ Summer Scholars engage in exploratory learning courses and research
development through Summer Magic. 

Summer Magic
Summer Magic (SM) is a creative learning laboratory that amalgamates academic,
enrichment, and work-related experiences for young people. Through Summer Magic,
students expand their knowledge and harness their critical thinking skills in small
classes during which the emphasis is on exploring, thinking, risk-taking, and
enrichment. As participants in exploratory classes and hands-on work experience,
students learn strategies to navigate life, explore real world issues, engage in youth
participatory action research, and strengthen their academic skills. Students end the
program by completing apprenticeships and course projects, along with conducting
and student-driven projects to address community public health challenges. A deeper
examination of the research process can be found on the following page.

Academic
Enrichment



Academic
Enrichment

Summer Scholars engage in Youth
Participatory Action Research, also
known as YPAR, an innovative approach
rooted in social justice and community
development principles (Youth
Participatory Action Research, 2020).
This research apparatus positions youth
as knowledge producers, decision
makers, and invested stakeholders to
generate social, cultural, and  political
transformation. YPAR is an epistemic
paradigm shift that values young
people’s wisdoms and knowledge and
challenges the traditional, adult-
centered research regime. Through
concerted and power-sharing efforts,
young people, adults, and community
members collaborate to conduct and
lead systemic research to improve their
lives, their communities, and the
institutions intended to serve them. The
YPAR process honors relationships and
builds community trust by establishing
mutual reciprocity and respect between
researchers and the community.

Critical Reflection1.

   2. Identify a Problem & Define Research Topic

   3. Review Literature

   4. Critical Reflection

   5. Define Research Question

   6. Design Research Method

   7. Collect Data

   8. Critical Reflection

   9. Analyze Data

   10. Interpret/Report & Present

   11. Develop an Action Plan & Take Action

   12. Critical Reflection

Youth Participatory Action Research 
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How does the physical disorder in the Lincoln
community affect the Lincoln residents?

Lincoln-
Lemington
Community

Upkeep

Academic
Enrichment

Youth Participatory Action Research
Student Projects

How are African Americans that are 40+ in Larimer
affected by the rising housing costs?

Rising Housing
Costs in
Larimer

How does the community of East Liberty feel about
gentrification?

Gentrification
in East Liberty

How do the residents in Garfield feel about public
transportation?

Public
Transportation

in Garfield
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Academic
Enrichment

Community, Crime, Systemic
Violence, & Peace

Art, Violence, & Peace

Violence and Access

Effects of Violent Sports

Indivudal course syllabi can be available upon request.
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YES’ Advanced Summer Scholars engage in YES’ Summer Study for Success where youth
engage in exploratory courses and develop action-oriented research projects.

Summer Study for Success
Summer Study for Success (SSFS) exposes students to research and content exploration
within various career domains, alongside practitioners and experts in the field. SSFS is
designed to enhance youths’ research, critical thinking, writing, and presentation skills.
The Thursday exploratory courses serve as the intellectual spark for students’ summer
research projects. Friday research development workshops orient students to action-
oriented research methodology and help students advance their own research
questions, hypotheses, data collection methods, and survey protocols. Students
extrapolate their findings, synthesize their results into poster presentations and
present their work in a research symposium. The courses and project-based research
process are examined further on subsequent pages. 

YES’ Yearly Theme of Peace and Non-Violence was woven into the Summer 
 Study for Success Exploratory Courses. Through these courses, students 
examined broad dimensions of violence and developed solutions to address them.

Explored how policing, crime, and law have shaped and
used violence

Explored how art reflects violence and its impact and
evaluated art's role in the human condition.

Explored the relationship between food and violence and
how food can be weaponized to do harm.

Explored how violent sports are impacting athletes
wellbeing



Academic
Enrichment

 Community, Crime, Systemic Violence, and Peace

Students explored structural violence in the educational system and identified
institutional practices that adversely impact students of color 

Students developed action plans to address policies sustaining  violence 

Post-assessment data suggest that students have a deeper understanding of the ways
institutions shape oppressive and violent policies that largely impact individuals of color

Art, Violence, and Peace

Students made important connections across course content

Students created art projects that demonstrated mastery of course ideas 

Post-assessment data indicate that students increased their understanding of how art can
facilitate a healthy relationship between non-violence and peace

Summer Study for
Success Course
Highlights and

Outcomes

Violence and Access

Students had hands-on kitchen experience and engaged in critical conversations about
accessibility, food cost, malnutrition, and food justice 

Students made formal meals including french onion soup, smoked salmon bruschetta,
and chicken roulade piccata

Post-assessments allude to significant growth in students’  culinary skills and understanding of
food access and how one’s socioeconomic status can drive contrived availability 

Effects of Violent Sports

Students engaged genuinely and authentically in course content and materials 

Students synthesized information and made significant contributions

Post-assessment data suggest that students developed a greater awareness and
understanding of sport-related violence, how hyper-masculinity contributes to violence in
sports, and practices to reduce sport-infused violence
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Academic
Enrichment

Project-Based Research Model
Through an action-oriented research
model, students engage in practical,
project-based research. In such a
model, students identify a local
problem and propose a testable
solution. Students then develop and
implement projects to solve the
identified problem, based on previous
literature. During the implementation
stage, students survey participants,
gather additional data, and test the
effectiveness of their solutions. In
doing so, students gain a better
understanding of the problem and
assess how successful their projects
are at solving the issue. Students
report their problem, solution, and
survey results at the Annual Research
Symposium and offer
recommendations on the next steps of
their research.

The Problem

Problem in Practice OR Issue in Violence

Data Collection

Implement solution for 1 week

Results

Summarize findings from data collection

Next Steps

Propose additional actions to be taken

The Context

Who, What, When, Where, How, and Why?

Solution Design

Create solution to identified problem
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Abuse in
Lesbian

Relationships

Addiction
and Child
Violence

Art and Rape
Culture

Depiction of
Violence in Art

Fan
Contributions
to Violence in

Sports

Food Access
and COVID-19

Graffiti and
Violence

Student explored abuse in same-sex female relationships,
identifying factors leading to unhealthy behaviors in

relationships.

Academic
Enrichment

Student studied the impact of parental substance abuse and
possible violent outcomes that can arise for their children.

Project-Based
Research: Student

Projects

Student investigated the relationship between depictions of
sexual assault in art and how it is perceived by young

audiences. 

Students investigated art and its connections to violence,
identifying how art romanticizes violence. 

Students investigated the connection between fan
contributions to sports and violence and the impact it has on

players. 

Students investigated how COVID-19 impacted access to food
delivery programs and food in general. 

Students studied the impact of graffiti on the environment,
connecting it to larger perceptions and biases that are present

in the US.
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Resources for
Young

Pregnant
Women

Pittsburgh
Water Access

Racial and
Gender Bias

in Healthcare

Social Media
and Proximity

Crime

Toxic
Masculinity,
Aggression,
and Sports

Violence in
Video Games

Academic
Enrichment

Project-Based
Research: Student

Projects

Students examined the resources available to pregnant women
and developed a project to address the barriers to access of

these resources.

Students identified issues with Pittsburgh water, highlighting
issues in quality and water access in general. 

Students Investigated access to Black Healthcare Physicians,
connecting their work to larger issues of bias in the United

States.

Students investigated violent proximity crime in Pittsburgh and
connected their findings to social media usage and freetime. 

Students studied the effects of over aggression in sports and its
effects on players.

Student investigated perceptions of video games and violence,
identifying how video games impact social skills. 

Students investigated the impact of inflation on food access
and how this has impacted the low- income community.

Inflation and
Access
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Exploring Grief and Loss

Fighting Food Insecurity

Developing Atheltic Entrepreneurial
Endeavors

Creating a Virtual Reality: Project Vocaloid

Academic
Enrichment

Independent Research Projects
YES Vets’ enrichment experiences are integrated into their independent research
projects. These projects are largely based on their career and academic interests. At the
program’s end, students present their independent research at YES’ Annual Research
Symposium. These projects serve as catalysts and linchpins for deeper exploration in
their postsecondary settings. 
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Academic
Enrichment

                of Summer Scholars completed and
presented youth participatory research projects

                   of Summer Scholars engaged in
exploratory and experiential learning courses and
completed course deliverables

Of eligible Advanced Summer Scholars,     
 completed and presented project-based research

Of eligible Advanced Summer Scholars,     
 completed exploratory and experiential learning
courses

Of eligible YES Vets,                    completed

independent projects and                presented them

The data illustrate that YES’ academic enrichment goals
were met by most students.

 

91%

100%

75%

60%

100%
75%



Washington,
D.C. Trip

Trip 
Thursdays

Wellness 
Wednesdays

Socio-Cultural
Development

Teen Public
Safety & Violence

Prevention
Summit

Students’ socio-cultural development is an important component of YES’
summer program model. YES supports students' socio-cultural
development through wellness initiatives, social and cultural trips and
outings, and leadership opportunities. These experiences are made
available to students across all program cohorts.  



Wellness 
Wednesdays

Wellness is an integral part of YES’ summer model and is prioritized through
Wellness Wednesdays. Wellness Wednesdays offer participants weekly activities
to center their well-being and to nourish their souls. These activities inspire
confidence, generate dialogue around shared experience, and allow young
people to express themselves. Most importantly, Wellness Wednesdays 

Source: Human Resources Department, University of Michigan

reinforce the importance of
establishing a healthy work-
life balance in order to cope
with the stress associated
with the workplace. YES’
wellness initiatives are
guided by the model of well-
being developed by the
Human Resources
Department at the
University of Michigan and
supported by the following
principles: students deserve
equitable access to
wellness, everyone’s
wellness is connected, and
holistic wellness is
important. 
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Socio-Cultural
Development



Wellness 
Wednesdays

Screen
Printing

Workshop

Guided
Painting
Sessions

Fidget Toy
Creation &

Slime
Making

Exotic Car
Photoshoot

Music Studio
Recording

Session
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Socio-Cultural
Development



Trip 
Thursdays

End of
Summer
Research

Symposium

Guided Tours
of The Heinz

History
Center

Bowling and
Arcade
Games 

at Zone28

Swimming
and Cookout
at Highland

Park

YES fosters prosocial youth engagement through a myriad of cultural and social
activities. These activities, also known as Trip Thursdays, promote opportunities for
social wellness, positive social interaction and cultural awareness, and focus on building
group cohesion, expanding a sense of togetherness, and upholding mutual respect. YES
intentionally plans weekly socio-cultural activities on Thursdays to supplement its
academic, career, and work related programs during other parts of the week. Through
these opportunities, students develop positive peer relationships, gain exposure, and 
obtain unique cultural experiences. 
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Socio-Cultural
Development



YES hones students’ leadership capacity through summer summits. These programs promote
youth voice and provide young people with opportunities to develop and harness critical
leadership skills in a youth-centric environment. These summits are responsive to urgent and
pressing community issues that are often co-identified by young people and adult YES staff.  

On Friday July 8th, 2022, over 150 youth and adult stakeholders convened at Mount Ararat
Baptist Church for the inaugural Teen Public Safety and Violence Prevention Summit. The
summit sought to convene teens and young adults to strategize with experts, law enforcement
professionals, community service leaders, and other stakeholders ways to address the uptick in
gun violence and public safety hazards that continue to plague the young people and families
in our city.

The Summit included opening remarks from Pittsburgh Mayor Ed Gainey, morning breakout
sessions, an afternoon panel discussion, and a keynote address from NASA Special Agent David
Daniels-Watanabe. The 2022 Teen Public Safety and Violence Prevention Summit served as the
starting point for many important discussions between youth and adult stakeholders around
the issues of violence, mental health, and other important topics. Future events are currently
being planned to continue the conversations that began during the Summit.

Teen Public
Safety & Violence

Prevention
Summit
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Socio-Cultural
Development



Washington,
D.C. Trip

The U.S. Senate Building to meet with Senator Bob Casey

National Museum of African American History and Culture

United States Holocaust Museum

Lincoln Memorial

Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial

National Museum of the American Indian

National Harbor

Anacostia Community Museum

YES often concludes its summer programming with a social or cultural excursion for young
people who meet the summer expectations. These trips are celebratory in nature but also
largely focused on learning, enrichment, and social and cultural immersion. 

In early August 2022, YES embarked on a two-night trip to Washington, D.C. with almost 40
youth. These youth were invited to participate on the trip if they demonstrated exemplary
behavior throughout the summer, completed their summer research expectations, and
fulfilled all worksite responsibilities. 

The trip exposed participants to new places outside of Pittsburgh, created historical
enrichment through museum visits, expanded participants’ cultural footprint through
walking tours, dining, and other activities, and developed participants’ multi-world view.

During YES’ time in Washington D.C., the group visited:
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Socio-Cultural
Development



                 of students report having developed
positive peer and adult relationships

                 of students report having garnered a
greater awareness of work-life balance, but a
smaller percentage of students engaged in socio-
cultural and wellness activities to demonstrate
work-life balance

                 of students engaged in at least two
wellness activities

                 of students engaged in at least two trip
Thursdays 

The data show that while many students engaged in
socio-cultural program offerings, this particular
program goal was not met by all students.

70%

75%

40%

45%
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Socio-Cultural
Development



Making
Connections
Across Student
Experiences

2022
Summer
Report



Introduction
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Internal and external factors influence how students learn. Examples of internal factors
include self efficacy and self esteem, while external factors include support from those
around the student. The combination of these internal and external factors are seen to
drive motivation in youth, especially those who come from marginalized backgrounds
(Jones et al., 2021). Motivation is especially important in fostering the success of these
marginalized groups because they face so many barriers in life, including poverty and
reduced access to resources (Evans, 2004; Hughes et al., 2017). Increasing motivation
may serve as a buffer against the negative effects of these barriers by equipping
students with internal and external resources. This sense of support can not only
influence academic performance, but also students’ long-term career and educational
trajectories. Additionally, regulating internal motivation through support from external
groups can boost levels of resilience and persistence, which in turn translate to long
term success in the workforce. 

YES has established a motivational framework to understand how students regulate
motivation to pursue their secondary and post-secondary goals. This motivational
model has four concentric circles that gradually lead inward with each circle
representing students’ internationalization of motivational regulation. YES broadly
operationalizes this motivational model through strengths-based mentorship that
focuses on “the identification, exploration, and use of strengths in children and youth
to foster positive mental health outcomes at school, at home and in the community”
(Alberta 2). Through strengths-based mentoring programming, YES centers students’
psychological needs and helps them extend their preexisting assets by exposing them
to new opportunities related to employment, academics, leadership development,
community engagement, and recreation. As students engage in these program
offerings and also the opportunities detailed in this report, they see their competence,
especially their ability to face and overcome challenges, and grow through these
experiences.
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Introduction

The four layers of YES’ model include: 

1.  Holistic Nourishment—Following the motto, “No throw-away kids,” YES supports
students’ physical, emotional, and psychological needs. In this way, a strong, family-like
atmosphere emerges that builds trust between students and staff. This foundation of
trust encourages students to engage the process more enthusiastically over time.

3.  Autonomy and Excellence—YES cultivates student autonomy to pursue projects
that are both personally meaningful and intellectually rigorous, which further cultivates
the internalization of motivation.

4.  Advocacy and Empowerment—At the innermost circle, YES students become their
own advocates for change in their communities. Driven by a sense of purpose, students
are empowered to fight the opportunity gap and work toward a more just society.

2.  Asset Nurturing and
Capacity Building—YES
recognizes that its
students have many assets
and resources, so rather
than remediating deficits,
the goal is to expose
students to new
opportunities, which helps
them build on their
strengths and leverage
their assets into
professional, academic,
social, and cultural capital.
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This summer, YES mapped psychological constructs onto its motivational model to
understand how students internalize motivation within a summer employment context.
The table below shows how the constructs align with various elements of YES’ model. 

YES Model Constructs

Holistic Nourishment Inclusion Mattering

Asset & Capacity Building Self-efficacy Preparedness

Autonomy & Excellence Self-concept

Advocacy & Empowerment Meaningfulness

Introduction

YES serves as a support system for students, which allows them to feel nourished and
invested in over the summer and beyond. Through this, students begin to understand
that they have the skills, individual currencies, and resources to achieve. In doing so,
they have autonomy while entering their summer employment experiences, while also
prioritizing themselves and their own wellness. This combination of external support,
an increase in their own self-beliefs, and a refined view of themselves, helps students
engage in meaningful tasks that align with their own value system. Over time, they
become empowered self-advocates that learn how to become their own best resource.  

The section below describes more about the psychological constructs of inclusion,
mattering, self-efficacy, preparedness, self-concept, and meaningfulness and how they
are relevant for academic and professional contexts and ultimately how they align with
YES’ motivational model. 



Literature
Review
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Motivation is seen to be influenced by multiple constructs. Mattering can be described
as the feeling that one is important to others. This construct of mattering was first
conceptualized by Rosenburg and McCullough, and highlights that adolescents who feel
like they matter see value in themselves. This idea of mattering is positively associated
with academic achievement, meaning that students who have a high sense of mattering
are more likely to have higher academic achievement (Somers et al., 2021). Additionally,
feelings of mattering are shown to influence higher levels of persistence (Palmer &
Maramba, 2012). With this in mind, it is likely that students will work hard to enter the
workforce, even if they need to apply to multiple jobs.

Another construct that can influence motivation is inclusion. Inclusion can be defined
as the feeling that one belongs and is liked by their peers. Feelings of inclusion are seen
to positively impact academic performance due to the fact that inclusion increases
internal motivation, which in turn influences students to do well academically
(Goodenow, 1992). This highlights that creating a sense of community with students is
beneficial to their overall academic achievement. Inclusion translates to the workforce
by allowing students to feel like they are a vital part of the work that needs to be done,
which translates to better performance (Downey et al, 2014). 

Preparedness is also seen to influence motivation in adolescents. Preparedness, which
represents one's feeling of being capable to succeed academically, have an impact on
academic performance. Specifically, low levels of preparedness are associated with a
low likelihood of attending and graduating college (Kim and Nunez, 2013). With this in
mind, it is important to ensure that students are provided with the tools necessary to
feel prepared academically. This relationship between preparedness and post-
secondary education also highlights how increasing the likelihood of attending and
graduating from college also increases the likelihood of joining the workforce.



Literature
Review
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Meaningfulness is yet another concept that influences levels of motivation in
adolescents. Research shows that when students perceive a goal as meaningful, they are
more likely to be motivated to achieve it, which in turn leads to higher levels of academic
achievement (Davis et al., 2016). This illustrates how highlighting the importance of
academic success can lead to better academic outcomes and how highlighting the
meaningfulness of a career path makes students motivated to pursue it. 

Efficacy, which can be defined as the ability to achieve a goal, is another concept that
influences motivation in students. Specifically, self-efficacy has been revealed to
influence both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in academics (McGeown et al., 2014).
This means that feelings of self-efficacy lead students to achieve academic success for
their own satisfaction and for the potential to achieve high performance. Additionally,
self-efficacy can lead students to seek out jobs for their own satisfaction and for the
potential to excel in their field of interest. Therefore, it is important to teach students
that they can achieve their goals. 

Lastly, self-concept is an important construct that is seen to influence student academic
performance. Self-concept refers to the way in which one perceives oneself. The
perception of self can be positive or negative, with positive self-concept being associated
with higher levels of self-esteem. Research shows that there are significant differences in
academic motivation and performance between students with low self- concept and
students with high self-concept, with high levels of self-concept being associated with
higher levels of academic achievement (Chetri, 2014). Additionally, those with high self
concept are more likely to feel as if they are capable of joining the workforce. 
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Methodology

To understand how these constructs influenced motivation in YES students, three
surveys were administered over the course of the summer (at the Beginning of
Programming, Mid-Summer, and End of Summer). In these surveys, students were
asked to self report their feelings of efficacy, preparedness, inclusion, meaningfulness,
self concept, and mattering. Surveys were administered electronically to students via
Google forms in the months of June, July, and August, and each survey lasted no longer
than 30 minutes. 

. . .
Beginning 
of Summer

Mid-Summer
End 

of Summer

Survey Distribution

June July August

Research Questions
The goal of this study is to
understand the extent to which the
YES summer program influenced
these constructs to increase
motivation in students, and how this
translates to their overall work
performance. To address this, 
multiple research questions were asked. First, whether feelings of efficacy,
preparedness, inclusion, meaningfulness, self concept, and mattering varied across the
summer between Summer Scholars, Advanced Summer Scholars, and YES Vets. This
analysis also investigated the overall levels of efficacy, preparedness, inclusion,
meaningfulness, self concept, and mattering in the entire group. Additionally,  the
analysis investigated whether certain constructs influenced others. Specifically,   the
relationships between preparedness and efficacy, the relationship between inclusion
and mattering, and the relationship between meaningfulness and self concept were
explored. Finally, the extent to which these constructs predicted work hours in students
was explored.

In doing so, composite scores were created for each of the six constructs and anova
and regression analyses were used to address the research questions included on the
following page.



Are there within-group differences in feelings of efficacy,
preparedness, inclusion, meaningfulness, self-concept, and
mattering and do these feelings change over the summer?

What is the relationship between students’ 
preparedness and their ratings of efficacy?
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      Are there overall differences in feelings of efficacy,
preparedness, inclusion, meaningfulness, self-concept,

and mattering in the entire group of scholars?

Analysis 
of Variance

(ANOVA)

Research
Questions

How do students’ sense of mattering
relate to their feelings of inclusion?

      Do students’ perceptions of meaningfulness 
influence their self-concepts?

Regression
Analysis



Results
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The current data highlights how providing external resources, like mentorship and
enrichment, can have a positive impact on the internal motivation of students, and the
aforementioned constructs,  and lead them to feel they have the tools to succeed. 

ANOVA Analyses
ANOVA analyses were conducted in order to determine whether or not there were
within-group differences in levels of each of the constructs. Within-group analyses
revealed that feelings of mattering significantly changed from time point 1 to time point
in the summer scholar group 3 F(1,92)=2.10, p <0.05. Specifically, feelings of mattering in
the Summer Scholar cohort increased over the course of summer. Feelings of
mattering remained constant for Advanced Summer Scholars and YES Vets. Feelings of
efficacy, preparedness, inclusion, meaningfulness, and self concept remained constant
over the summer for Summer Scholars, Advanced Summer Scholars, and YES Vets.

Descriptive Statistics - All scales appear normal, for skewness and kurtosis are within the +/- 2 acceptable range.

Additional two-way mixed ANOVAs were conducted to examine if Summer Scholars,
Advanced Summer Scholars, and YES Vet cohorts differ in their perceptions of the six
constructs across the summer. The two-way mixed ANOVAs indicated significant
differences in feelings of efficacy, self concept, mattering, and inclusion in all cohorts. In
all groups, feelings of efficacy were the strongest, followed by self-concept, mattering,
and inclusion, respectively. 
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Results

Regression Analyses
The regression model of
composite efficacy explained
23% of the variance in composite
preparedness, F(1, 40)= 13.35,
p<0.001, R  = 0.23. More
specifically, for every 1 unit
increase in composite efficacy
composite preparedness
increased by 0.59.

Similarly, the regression model of
composite feelings of inclusion
explained 64% of the variance in
composite feelings of mattering,
F(1, 40)= 74.31 , p<0.001, R   =
0.64. For every 1 unit increase in
composite inclusion, composite
mattering increased by 0.70. 

Lastly, the regression model of
composite perceptions of
meaningfulness explained 15.4%
of the variance in composite

2

Regression analysis tables are available upon request.

2

2

cores of self concept, F(1, 40)= 8.31 , p<0.001, R  = 0.154. For every 1 unit increase in
composite perceptions of meaningfulness, composite scores of self concept increased
by 0.54. 
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The purpose of these analyses were to assess the influence and efficacy of the YES
summer program. First, any notable differences within each cohort of students at three
different time points throughout Summer 2022 were assessed. The results indicate that
within the Summer Scholars cohort, students' perceptions of mattering increased over
the course of the YES program. Interestingly, no other within group differences
emerged for any other cohorts on their perceptions of internal and external factors.
 
Next, group differences in Summer Scholars, Advanced Summer Scholars, and YES Vet
cohorts were assessed. The results indicate significant differences between cohorts on
students’ perceptions of efficacy, self-concept, mattering, and inclusion. Specifically,
feelings of efficacy were the strongest, followed by self-concept, mattering, and
inclusion, respectively.

Lastly, the relationship between internal and external factors was examined. The
results reveal students’ perceptions of efficacy significantly predict preparedness. Given
this, students’ feelings of preparedness are associated with how efficacious they feel
about themselves. Additionally, students’ perception of inclusion significantly predicts
increased feelings of mattering.  This means, students’ sense of mattering relates to
how included they feel within various contexts. Finally, students’ perceptions of
meaningfulness predicted perceptions of self-concept. Students’ sense of self-concept
relates to how meaningful they find tasks. Overall, these results reveal internal and
external factors are associated. 

Discussion



Moving
Beyond the
Summer

2022
Summer
Report



What does all
this mean?
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Previous sections lay out YES’ organizational context, explore YES’ summer program
model, evaluate program goals and outcomes, and examine students’ self-reported
data on their summer experiences. This section revisits the larger summer learning
context, gives voice to the rich report findings, and dives into their implications. 

Summer learning programs are beneficial for students, particularly those from low-
income, underrepresented communities. These programs provide a distinct set of
experiences that blend academic learning, hands-on activities, technology, enrichment,
and meaningful relationships (McCombs et al., 2011). Their innovative approaches
counter the pedagogical deprivation unique to schools often serving low-income
students and utilize best practices to reach varied skilled-level students (Terzian &
Moore, 2009). They also lessen the opportunity gap between well-resourced and low-
resourced youth. Scholars have also found that these programs help to inform
students’ academic trajectories, build their capacities, refine their interpersonal skills,
enhance their self-beliefs, and expose them to cultural and social enrichment
opportunities, while positively impacting their wellness (Borman et al., 2009;  Cooper et
al., 2000; Condliffe, 2016; Kim & Quimm, 2013; McCombs et al., 2014; Miller, 2007). 

This summer’s results align with the literature on summer learning and suggest that
YES has made a similar impact on students’ academic, career, and socio-cultural
development. As indicated earlier, nearly all students met their employability
preparation and academic enrichment goals, while a smaller number met the socio-
cultural development goals. Data on students’ self-beliefs provide interesting insight as
well. Several conclusions can be made based on these findings. 

First, the positive supervisor ratings suggest students have developed employability
skills essential to professional work settings. Students have a better understanding of
workplace etiquette, time management, employer/employee relationships, and work
expectations. As such, students are likely more prepared to engage in and navigate
professional spaces. 



What does all
this mean?

In addition to employability development, students demonstrated growth in their
academic enrichment goals. Students have displayed content knowledge growth in
their exploratory courses and demonstrated mastery of research skills through their
youth participatory and project-based research projects. These successes substantiate
the value of engaging in academic enrichment over the summer. Finally, many students
met the goals for socio-cultural development, however, given that these goals were
largely based on participant engagement, not all students met them. Yet, the students
who engaged in these activities gained exposure to new opportunities, developed a
stronger network of peers, prioritized their wellness, and strengthened their sense of
belongingness. The individual student data suggests that students’ beliefs inform their
motivational regulation.   

Overall, the results highlight the notion that summer matters. And what we do in and
beyond the summer matters even more.

Considering the report results, supervisor reflections, instructor feedback, and student
data, YES highlights important recommendations to consider on the following page. 
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1. Create a More High-Touch Program Model for Advanced Summer
Scholars and YES Vets. 

2. Integrate Socio-Cultural Development Activities More
Intentionally into Program Profile.

YES’ Summer Scholars have a unique program design where they receive intentional
scaffolding and increased touch-time with YES staff and stakeholders. This structure
benefits younger students greatly, as evidenced by their deliverable completion.
Summer Scholars report increases in their sense of mattering, which is likely facilitated
by the program structure. Advanced Summer Scholars and YES Vets’ programming is
designed with a more hands-off approach. However, the student data suggest the need
to marry the agency and autonomy provided to youth in their program pathways with
more tangible program support from YES staff. 

Recommendations

Students who engaged in YES’ socio-cultural development opportunities reported
greater feelings of efficacy, self-concept, mattering, and inclusion than their non-
engaged peers. Initiatives like Wellness Wednesdays, Trip Thursdays, and Social and
Cultural Excursions are designed to help foster students’ self-beliefs in productive ways.
These opportunities are beneficial to students’ overall wellness, yet so few students
engage in them. Given the impact and importance of these initiatives, YES should
reduce the access barriers surrounding these activities and find more intentional and
creative ways to integrate them into student programming, irrespective of one’s
program pathway. 
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Recommendations

Students across each program pathway engage in some sort of research-based
opportunity. Although these opportunities are extremely valuable and rich, they are not
often connected or continuous. YES should reimagine the research pathway to
resemble a more continuum-like structure that facilitates continuity and intentional skill
building from year to year. This will allow for growth, limit redundancy that likely yields
more project time, and more engagement with rigorous research methodology. The
research dosage should also be reconsidered as Summer Scholars spend nearly 4-5
days a week preparing their research projects while the program structure of the
advanced students only allows for 2 days a week of summer research. 

Peer engagement and relationship building are unique and special components of
summer learning programs. The literature underscores the importance of these. YES’
program model is built around peer mentorship and lends itself naturally to organic
and authentic peer engagement. Yet, the data suggest that these opportunities should
be more structured and built in. Once again, the Summer Scholars program
infrastructure allows for more intentional relationship building, while students in other
program pathways have to often self-direct these opportunities. YES should build in
time to allow peers to develop relationships with each other and adults and to help
nurture peer camaraderie and adult mentorship in more structured spaces. 

4. Increase Peer Engagement and Relationship Building Opportunities. 

3. Align Research Opportunities Across Program Pathways. 



Conclusion
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YES is an organization of bold dreamers and committed doers. This concept was
exemplified throughout the summer and further embodied in YES' One Team One
Dream mantra. Through Dr. Jones’ big vision and YES’ committed staff, students
experienced one of the most memorable, historic, and successful YES summers to date. 

The accomplishments listed throughout this report are no small feat. As the report
documents, students apprenticed at various worksites, developed tangible solutions to
violence through project-based research, and wove together a community of healthy
and nurturing peer and adult relationships, all while centering their wellness and well-
being. YES’ emphasis on employability preparation, academic enrichment, and socio-
cultural development allowed for authentic learning, transformational change, skill
cultivation, and self-prioritization. The comprehensive nature of YES’ summer
experiences directly challenged the lingering consequences of COVID-19 and reinforced
the importance of summer learning and positive peer engagement. 

As the report underscores, YES does a lot with a little. In just 6 weeks, YES introduces
youth to a programming platform that challenges their methods of thinking, acting, and
doing. In return, YES youth enter and leave the program as seemingly different people.
They transform in powerful ways and begin grabbing a hold of their futures. 

YES typically leverages the summer to test the latest science, explore bold ideas, and
employ non-traditional approaches to learning. Summer 2022 was no different as it
came with important discoveries and newfound understandings of how to support
young people in summer program contexts. These insights help YES iterate and refine
its summer programming yearly. Young people continue to drive all that YES does -
they are the heart of the work and their successes this summer were predicated on the
concerted efforts of YES' partners and stakeholders. In sum, Summer 2022 was a
statement summer, and the work, as the report displays, speaks for itself. 
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